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Abstract 

After many years of endeavors, on July 1998 the Statute of the International Criminal 

Court entered into force. A Court which is unlike the International Tribunals such as 

the ICTY and ICTR is a consent based organ. The establishment of the ICC is a 

significant step toward achieving international justice and accountability, challenging 

the impunity to those who commit dangerous crimes. . It was intended to be a judicial 

body which is independent from the United Nations, in particular from its political 

body (the Security Council). However, this is with respect to the powers given to the 

Security Council on the basis of the statute of the Court (article 5(2),13(b),and 16). 

Some argue, that those authorities given to the Security Council according to the 

Statute of the Court have gave sort of hegemony to the Security Council over the 

international Criminal Court. Therefore, in this research we will analyze the impact of 

those powers of the Security Council on the Court, effective judicial body.  
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Introduction 

After many years of endeavors, on July 1998 the Statute of the International Criminal 

Court entered into force1. A Court which is unlike the International Tribunals such as 

the ICTY and ICTR is a consent based organ2. The establishment of the ICC is a 

significant step toward achieving international justice and accountability, challenging 

the impunity to those who commit dangerous crimes, such as Genocide, war crimes, 

crimes against humanity, and aggression. It was intended to be a judicial body which 

is independent from the United Nations, in particular from its political body (the 

Security Council)3. However, this is with respect to the power of referral given to the 

Security Council under article 13 of the statute, its competence of deferral on the 

basis of article 16, and its role in defining the Crime of aggression under article 5(2) 

of the Statute4. These powers that are given to the Security Council under the Statute 

caused a significant controversy. Thus this essay will discuss whether they have a 

positive effect on the Court to achieve its goals of being an effective judicial body, or 

they have vise- versa results, or as it is said they have surprised the drafters of the 

Statute when they are applied in practice.5 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                
1. Mark Weller, Undoing the global Constitution: UN Security Council action on the International Criminal 
Court[2002]78International Affairs693 
2Cryer Robert and others , An Introduction to International Criminal Law and Procedure(CUP,2007) 
3The preamble of Rome Statute of International Criminal Court,july17,1998,UN.Doc.A/CONF.183/9,37 
I.L.M999,1012[hereinafter Rome Statute],para9  
4Schabas William A., United States Hostilities to the International Criminal Court; It’s All About the Security 
Council,[2004] 15 European Journal of International Law701  
5 Mohammed Al Zeidy, The United States Dropped the Atomic Bomb of Article 16 of the ICC Statute: Security 
Council Power of Deferrals and Resolution 1422[2002] 35 Vransnational Journal of Transnational Law1503 
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The Big issue (Article 16) 1. 

One of the most complicated, debatable, relations between ICC and Security Council 

is the direct relation on the basis of Article 16 of the Statute, which has been 

articulated after long negotiations and many proposals. One of the proposals was 

that: ' No prosecution may be commenced under this Statute from a situation which is 

being dealt with by the Security Council  as a threat to or a breach of aggression 

under chapter VII of the Charter, unless the Security Council otherwise  decides"6, 

this was proposed by the International Law Commission. However because the Court 

was meant to be "independent international Criminal Court in relation with the United 

Nations system"7, thus this proposal was rejected. The power of the Security Council 

is not to the extend to be called the ' gatekeeper' of the ICC8. Nevertheless, this 

article caused a significant controversy either by the Security Council members, such 

as the U.S which views it as an attempt against its powers and restricting Security 

Councils power in relation with the ICC, and the opponents of the ICC who see it as a 

danger to the Courts legitimacy as they are afraid of abusing it by the Security 

Councils' members. Although, requiring that the nine members including the five 

permanents vote was intended to restrict the deferral and make it not to be abused 

by major powers9, however, others supported the existence of such interference and 

considered it as necessary, saying that in any judicial system there is a need to an 

organ to enforce law10. provides that: 

' No investigation or prosecution  may be commenced  or proceeded  with under this 

Statute for  a period of  12 months  after the Security Council, in a resolution adopted 

under Chapter VII of the Charter of the United Nations, has requested the Court to 

that effect; that request may be renewed by the Council under the same conditions'11 

 

Thus, there are certain conditions need to be met. First, the Security Council should 

ask such a request via a resolution adopted under VII, and the requesting for the 

renewal should be for no more than 12 renewable months, thirdly there should exist  

a threat on  international peace and security12. Generally in the case of deferral the 

Court will not lose its jurisdiction on the deferred case, and the aim of the deferral is 

to preserve International peace and security13. The problem that this article causes to 

                                                
6See Article 23(3) of the ILC's draft statute in Report of International Law Commission on the work of its fort-
six session, U.N GAOR,49th sess,. Sup.No,10,at85, U.N. Doc A/49/10 
7Abbas Ademola,  The Competence of the Security Council to Terminate  the Jurisdiction of the International 
Criminal Court, [2005] 40 Texas International Law Journal 263  
8W. Schabas, above, n4, p117-118  
9W.A Schabas, above, n4, 701-716  
10ibid  
11Rome Statute of International Criminal Court,july17,1998,UN.Doc.A/CONF.183/9,37 
I.L.M999,1012[hereinafter Rome Statute  
12A.Mokhtar, The fine Art of arm-twisting: The US, Resolution1422 and Security Council deferral power under 
Rome  Statute[2003] 3 International Criminal LawReview295  
13 Ibid,p130 
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the ICC does not result from the provision if it is interpreted and applied as the 

drafters intended to be. However, in practice this article is not applied for its purpose, 

or could be said that it has been abused. The Resolution 1422 which was adopted on 

July  12 2002 by the Security Council requesting the ICC to give immunity  to the 

Peace Keepers who participated in the peace keeping mission in Bosnia 

Herzegovina is the most example of the  misuse and distorting this article by the 

Security Council in particular by the United States14. In first, the US asked for giving 

immunity only to its soldiers, otherwise, it will veto renewing the peace keeping 

mission in Bosnia- Herzegovina15 . Although, the US was highly criticized, the 

resolution was passed providing that the 'current or former officials or personnel from 

contributing [ non- party states] to the  Rome Statute' were exempted from the 

jurisdiction of the ICC on the basis of Article 16 of the Statute16. Furthermore, 'renew 

the request…. Under the same conditions each year the same 1 July for further 12 

months period' is provided17. The ambiguities about this resolution is that prior to 

starting any mission  by the Security Council under article 39 there should exist a 

threat  on international peace and security, however, in relation to resolution 1422 it 

is difficult to find a connection between paralyzing the Courts'  jurisdiction over U.S 

soldiers or peace keepers  with keeping international peace and Security , or could 

be said that there is not any relation between the two, therefore, the Resolution that 

excluded them is inconsistent with article 16, and it could be considered as creating 

new exception to this article, or as mending the Rome statute which is not within the 

Security Councils' power18. Another flaw or aspect of incompatibility of the Resolution 

with the Statute is that it is renewable to unlimited period, or as it is provided by the 

Resolution whenever it is necessary , this is despite that according to Article 16 the 

renewal should be for one year period19. Thus, it is obvious that Article 16 is not 

applied and interpreted as the drafters of the meant it to be, because article 16 is not 

meant to grant a 'blanket exemption' for states, but it is a chance to the Security 

Council to obtain its aim and obligation of preserving international peace and security 

on case-by-by-case basis, but, this is not the reason behind invoking article 16 in the 

Resolution 142220. In fact, it raised questions about the legitimacy of ICC , and it 

started a controversy about the possibility  of the Court's jurisdiction to be 'eroded' by 

the Security Councils' actions21. Thus, it could be said that the Resolution 1422 as 

the same undesired effects of the article 23 of the ILC which gave control to SC over 

the ICC jurisdiction, in other words, it resulted in vise versa of what the drafters of 

                                                
14M Al- Zeidy,above n5,p1509  
15ibid  
16S.C,Res.1422,U.N. SCOR, 57th  Sess.,4572d mtg.at 1,u.n. Doc, S/RES/1422(2002) [hereinafter S.C.  
Res.1422]  
17Ibid,para2  
18Jaine Neha, A  Separate Law for Peace Keepers : The Clash Between Security Council and the International 
Criminal Court[2005] 16 European Journal of International Law239  
19A.Mokhtar,above,n12  
20M. Happold, Darfur, The Security Council, and International Criminal Court [2006]55 International and 
Comparative Law Quartarley226  
21N.Jaine, above n18, p329  
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Article 16 intended to achieve22. Furthermore, this resolution is dangerous, because, 

beside that it impedes the Rome Conference achievement of independent court, it 

also puts the principle of equality before the law questionable23, and it does not only 

has negative impact on the ICC, but it runs counter to the major principle of 

International Law24. In addition, it gives a stronger evidence for those who argue that 

'under this resolution it seems that politics can override law whenever the situation 

demands'25. If the Security Council utilizes article 16 as it in the same way did in 

Resolution 1422 it will be possible that deferral will leads states to ask for more 

interference by the Security Council in the ICCS' jurisdiction, thus it overrides ICC'S 

power26. In addition, exempting individuals from ICC'S jurisdiction encourages heads 

of states and other criminals to ask to be exempted or at least they will delay the 

prosecution27. In general, article 16 is considered as affirming the supremacy of 

strong political power of the Security Council in relation to matters of preserving 

international peace and security28. As a result of all that, it might be true to say that it' 

codifies the right of political body to interfere in the working of a judicial institution and 

thus undercuts the legitimacy of ICC and independent judiciary'29. 

Although the ICC is not bound to accept deferral as the article referees to the word 

'request', thus the prosecutor can evaluate whether the case will serve justice or not, 

but in this case there will be a possibility  of conflict between the Security Council and 

the ICC30.In addition what makes article 16 to Have more negative impact on the 

Court is that the result of deferral is not clear, it will not stop the action by the 

prosecutor, but it will delay it, and there will be more chance for the Criminal to 

eliminate the evidences and documents against him or her. Consequently, it leads 

                                                
22Al- Zeidy, above, n5, p 1517-1544 
23. C. Stahn,  The Ambiguities of Security Council Resolution1422(2002), [2003]14 European Journal of 
International Law85, p104 
 

24M. Al-Zeidy, above, n5 
25. L. Moss, The Un Security Council and International Criminal Court, Towards a more principled 
Relationship, International Policy Analysis, March 2012, available on: 
Library.fes.de/pdf-files/iez/08948 
25. L. Moss, The Un Security Council and International Criminal Court, Towards a more principled 
Relationship, International Policy Analysis, March 2012, available on: 
Library.fes.de/pdf-files/iez/08948 
26ibid  
 

27. L. Oette, Crimes in Darfur before the ICC : Five years of Pecae and Justice or Niether? The Repercussions of 
the Al- Bashir case of the International Criminal Justice in Africa and Beyond 
[2010]8 Journal of International Criminal Justice345 
28.. H. Mysty and D. R. Verduzco, The UN Security Council and the International Criminal Court, International 
Law and Human Rights Programme, Parliamantaries for Global Action, 16 March 2012, available on: 
www.chathamhouse.org/.../Internationa 20 lae/160312 summary.p...l 
. M. Al-Zeidy, above, n5, p15202727 
30. C. DE Than and E Shorts, International Criminal Law and Human Rights(Sweet and Maxwell,2003), p326 
31.ibid 
32. Rome Statute, above, n11, Article13(b) 
33. H. Mysty and D.R. Veruzco, above, n28 
34. ibid,p3 
35.ibid 
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the prosecutor too look weak in the eyes of the international community, and it will 

affect the dignity of the Court as an independent, legitimate International Court31. 

2. Article 13(b) of the Rome Statute 

On the basis of article 13(b) the Security Council is given the power to referee a case 

to the ICC acting under chapter VII powers even if the state is not party to the Rome 

Statute, when the Security Council finds that there is a threat to international peace 

and security32. Thus, this article, is said to be a mid- solution for the problem or 

debates about limiting the powers of the Security Council to interferes in the ICCS' 

jurisdiction as some desired a dependent court which the Security Council have no 

control over the Court33. This article is debatable and criticized to be double standard 

, as three of five members of the Security Council that can refer states to the Court 

are not themselves parties to the ICC, thus, the jurisdiction of the Court is not 

accepted by themselves, so how can they referee others34. Furthermore, the ICC is 

based on the Treaty of Rome, thus it is a consent based organ which states that are 

not party to its treaty  cannot be obliged to accept its jurisdiction, therefore article 

13(b) will run counter to the basis of the court, and in this way its legitimacy might be 

undermined35. Thus states especially the nine parties to the Court are claiming that 

the Court is used as a 'tool' for the political interest of the major powers, as deciding 

whether there is a threat to international peace and security by a political body is a 

political decision36. The practice of this power by the Security Council could help 

more in determining whether the Security Council has affected negatively or 

positively on the effectiveness of the Court, as an independent, effective judicial 

body. An example is the Resolution 1523which was adopted on 31 March 2005, 

whereby the Security Council decided to 'refer the situation'37 in Darfur to the ICC as 

the Court was seen as 'the only credible way of bringing alleged perpetrators to 

justice'38. The most dangerous aspect of the referral by the Security Council on the 

ICC is when the former referee a situation, but after it does not provide any kind of 

support to the latter, all what it does is giving some reports on the situation to the 

prosecutor from time to time, this will to large extent affect the Courts' 

accountability39. The Court may not be able to arrest a criminal in a non-party state 

territory. If the SC does not provide co-operation, thus it might be called as 

ineffective. This is what happened in the case of Darfur referral one of the 

                                                
31.ibid 
32. Rome Statute, above, n11, Article13(b) 
33. H. Mysty and D.R. Veruzco, above, n28 
34. ibid,p331 
35.ibid 
36.ibid 
37. UN Doc  S/Res/1593(31 March 2005) adopted by vote, 11 in favor, non against, 4 abstentions( Algeria, 
Brazil, China and the USA) 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

38. Report  of International Commission on Darfur oursuant to the Security Council Resolution 1564 of 18 
September 2004( Geneva 25 jan2005) paras 2-10 in M. Happold, above, n20, p229 
39. H. Mysty and D.Ruiz, above, n28, p9 
40. ibid  
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perpetrators of the International Crimes (Al- Bashir) has not been arrested , although, 

the Court has issued an arrest warrant, and the Security Council has been notified 

several times regarding the arrest warrant by the Court, but, the SC did not 

respond40. This is despite that Al- Bashir has visited the Countries of the members of 

the Security Council, which leads some to say that Darfur has made the future of the 

referral more ambiguous41. Furthermore, silence of the SC on the arrest warrant of 

the Saif- Al Islam Al Ghaddafi is wondered as the case of Libya was referred by the 

SC via Resolution 1970 which was adopted on 26 February 201142. Moreover, in 

applying sanctions on those who were sought by the ICC in the Libya the Security 

Council did not provide co-operation to the Court, this will again impacts negatively 

on the Courts reputation., like to repair those people who were victims of the 

Gaddafis' regime the Court wanted to froze the assets of the Criminals in the Banks, 

in this regard it needed the Security Council aid but it did not respond43. The cases of 

referral such as Darfur and Libya proved the negative impact of the power of referral 

of the Security Council on the ICC as an effective judicial body. The Security Council 

is not active and not co-operating in arresting Al- Bashir, still states from Africa 

middle -east parties of the ICC and non- parties, even the Security Council members 

are not assisting the Court44. Thus, it is debatable whether sacrificing justice has lead 

to preserving peace or not as there are still major Crimes in Sudan committed and 

the situation cannot be said that have progressed nor it can be said to be 

deteriorated45. Additionally there is fear of accusing the 'enforcement of international 

law to be biase' by the ICC, as all the referral by the Security Council has been in 

African States46. 

3. A connection based on Article 5(2) of the Rome Statute 

Another controversial area is the relation between the Security Council and the ICC 

on the basis of article 5(2) of the Rome Statute, which gives the automatic jurisdiction 

to the Court on the Crime of Aggression, however the Statute did not defined the 

Crime47. The act is prohibited under the un charter and the charter gave the power of 

determining it to the SC48. Before the Rome Statute was agreed on, and articulating 

Article 5(2) the international law commission proposed that the Crime of Aggression 

                                                
 

41.L.Oette, above n27 
42. UN Doc  S/RES/1970(26February 2011) adopted by unanimous vote in favor 
43. H. Mysty and D. Ruiz, above n28, p9 
44. L. Oette, aboven 27 
45. M.D. Evans, Evans Malcom D, International Law(Oxford University Press,3rd ed, 2010) , p,276  
 

 

 
 

 

46. L. Oette, 358 
47Rome Statute,. above, n11, Article5(2  
48. United Nations, Charter of the United Nations. 24 October 1945 
49. Vertibsky. J, What Should be the Relationship between the International Criminal Court and the United 
Nations Security Council in the Crime of Aggression?[2008]4 Review of International Law Politics141 
50. The Rome Statute,above, n11, article2 
51. The Charter of the United Nations, above,n50,article39 
52.M. Stein, The Security Council, The International Criminal Court and the Crime of Aggression[2005]16 
International and Comparative Law Quarterly1 
53. J. Vertibsky, above, n51, p154  
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should be determined by the Security Council before the ICC exercises its jurisdiction 

on the Act of Aggression49. However, article 5(2) was articulated without giving such 

power to the Security Council, but according to Article 2 of the Statute the Courts' 

jurisdiction should be, consistent with the relevant provisions of the Charter of the 

United Nations'50, and as Article 39 of the UN Charter gives the power to the Security 

Council to determine the Crime of Aggression, therefore, some interpreted article 5(2) 

to require pre-determination of the Crime of Aggression by the Security Council51. 

However, as it was mentioned above the Security Council is a political body that the 

interest of the five permanent members might effect on its decision, besides that 

there is the danger of the veto52. Therefore, this might undermine the 'development of 

an autonomous definition of the crime of aggression, particularly when a body guided 

by political rather than legal consideration would make such a determination '53. 

Furthermore, the Security Council as a danger other than ICC no organs have such a 

power to limit the role and the power of the Security Council, therefore, it might abuse 

this power to restrict and 'impede' the Courts jurisdiction and power. Thus, it is not for 

the ICCS' favor for the Security Council to have power in determining and defining 

the Crime of Aggression. 

 

Conclusion 

 To sum up, via creating a permanent international Criminal Court the drafters of its 

statute  believed that the perpetrators  of the Genocide, war crimes , crimes against 

humanity , and aggression will not be left without punishment , the Court will ensure 

their 'effective prosecution', and via independent judicial body they will be able to 

obtain a better 'enforcement of International justice'54, Because, the Court works to 

eliminate any chance of impunity to be given to perpetrators of dangerous 

International Crimes and it aims to prohibit these crimes55. Therefore, certain powers 

were given to the strong political body of the United Nations to help the Court in 

achieving this objective56. But, the practice of the Security either via utilizing article 

13(b) or article 16 could be said that surprised the drafters of the Rome Statute, the 

Court in cases the referral of Sudan or the suspension of the Courts' jurisdiction via 

resolution 1422 seemed to be a 'loser' in the eyes of International Community, 

because the Security Council used its' powers under the Statute to reaffirm its 

                                                
 

54. see R.Cryer and others, , An Introduction to International Criminal Law and Procedure(CUP,2007) 
 

 
 

54 .L.P Francis and J.G. Francis, International Criminal Court,the Rule of Law, and the prevention of harm: 
Building justice in times of justice, In May Lary and Hoskins Zachary(eds) International Criminal Law and 
Philosophy (CUP,2010) 
56. H.Olosalo, The Prosecutor of the ICC before the initiation  of investigation:  Quasy judicial or Political 
body?[2003]3 international Criminal Law Review 87 ,p88  
57. ibid,p88 
58. J.Vertibsky, above, n51,p150 
59L.Moss,  supra note 25, p13 
60.ibid 
 

61. . L.M. Keller, The False Dichotomy of Peace versus Justice and International Criminal Court[2008] 3 Hague 
Justice Journal   
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hegemony over the newly established body57.  Therefore, its highly recommended 

that the Security Council must' respect the independent judicial process' when the 

prosecutor has started the investigation it should not defer and do not utilize Article 

16 for political motivation, and co-operate with the Court in enforcing its decisions, 

consequently preserving the reputation of the ICC as an independent effective 

judicial body  in enforcing judicial International Criminal Law58. Furthermore, when 

article 13(b) it should be objective and consistent 59, and the Security Council utilizes 

its power of deferral when there is a decisive need, or there is a significant threat on 

international peace and security60. Before, deciding on the requests the Court should 

evaluate the situation to ensure that the referral or deferral will not deter its major 

aims of enforcing International Criminal Law and achieving International Criminal 

Justice61.  Furthermore, obtaining the ICCS' major aim of becoming an effective too l 

for enforcing International Criminal Law it is better if the role of the Security Council is 

limited (or not have) in determining the Crime of Aggression, because the successes 

of the ICC as an effective judicial body requires to be independent, and pre-

determination of an important and significant crime of which it has jurisdiction on by a 

political body impedes the legality of the Court62. Otherwise, it 'loose' its reputation, 

legitimacy, and Credibility as an effective Court63.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
 
 
 
 

61.ibi,p20 
63.J Vertibsky, above n54,p153 
64. Ibid,p150-151  
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ا  

،  و اى   1998 ط  اوت ، د ا ا ا او  ا   ز             

س رذات ا دو    رت   و اا   ة ة  ه ا  .

            اب ،واا ا ، ، ة ا ن ء ا  ى او ،وا ا

             ة ، وا ا     ن ه انوا   وان . ووا ، مما   ا

    و ( وانا  )   ا   ءا  ا .(وا ا ا ) ةا  ا

(ب)  م ا (13    ، ا ا  . و  اء ات و دة        2ف5دة (

 و (ا)   دة16  . ا ا   

              ةة و تا أدت ا وا ا ا  و وا ا  ته ا ءا

       ت اه ا دى  ، و ، ا  ته ا   ا ا ،او . وا ا

؟موا اا  ل  ز ا   ا ا   

  

و  

وة ارى  1998دواى م َل َ ، دوار ن مى دادطى وام مَ دةون  زى 

 مَ   ردرا ،ن م و َ  .وةدمَىَى  ندةو م وام َ كدادط

 رةزاممى ََ .م  دادط  مو َزن دادةم   دَم دادروةرى و 

  وةك دةو م وام  ىم و َ وردنَ وةىوم ررةم و ،دةو م رر ،

  َر دة  ًَ  وة ن دادط رامزردا.  ،َوظ  دذ وام،م وام

 م  مو)اوةى ر دةزط   نوة وةاوى مر

دادط   ،وة اىرةر.(دةو  َى ، مو   دة 

)  مددة5,2)16،ب)،(13)و.اوةر    (  

  م  ر  دووة زَورى دروو َ و  دةو م  مو  مدة  امَ

َ  َ ر ،و دةو و وو،دادط  مدة  مرر ر تدة َطط وة

 دان وةك  دةزط اوةَر م رو   مدة     وةرة دةدا

  دادوةرى ك  َدَم دادطرى مَدةو د م؟


